
How to use your ‘What Would You Do?’ Resource 

Tips and Tricks 

Group Work. Distribute the cards randomly and then go 
around and ask each participant ‘what would you do?’ You 
can use the discussion prompts below to open up the 
conversation and involve other participants. 

Pair Activity. Partner up your young people and give each pair 
a card. Give them some time to discuss it. Go around each pair 
and ask how they would respond and what they discussed. 
Also, a great opportunity to overhear peer-to-peer discussions. 

Focussed Discussion. If you want to address certain issues you 
can select cards that address that theme. Similarly, if your 
curriculum deals with different topics over the year – you can 
use cards relating to each topic during that scheme of work. 

Independent Activity. Young people can be encouraged to 
work with the pack on their own – perhaps with some 
questions set for them to consider and answer either written 
or verbally. 

Traditional Card Games -With a Twist! Of course, you can also 
use the packs to play card games – which could also be 
adapted to include answering the questions during the course 
of the game. 

- What would you do?
- Why would you do that?
- Who else would do the same?
- Who would do something different?
- What do you think your friends would do?
- What is dangerous about this situation?
- What would be the best way to keep

yourself safe?
- What impact do you think this would have

on the community?
- Would you report this?

o If yes, who would you report it to?
o If no, why not?

Discussion Prompts: 
The resource enables you to guide the 
discussion to cover key learning points. 

Cards can be selected randomly or you could 
choose which cards best suit your objectives. 

The beauty of this resource is that is 
unstructured and can be tailored to suit the 
needs of the young people who are using it. 

Not all cards outline direct criminal activity 
and there are no right or wrong answers! 




